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the alpine Himalaya as its habitat; Yule and Burnell
likewise (Hobson-Jobson, under narcT) indicate that the plant
Nardostachya Jatamansi is "a native of the loftier
Himalaya." If Rhandamarkotta abounds in nard, it
must, therefore, be situated either in the .Himalayan
heights or must be in such a vicinity as to be able to
serve the market. Rhandamarkotta, therefore, leads us
towards upper Bengal; we may ask what error of informa-
tion could have led Ptolemy to locate Tosall (Tosalei,
Tosale) and Trilinga (Trilingon) to the east of the Ganges.
And yet Ptolemy was not ignorant of the importance of
Tosallj for he has himself termed it a capital (metropolis).
However that may be it remains certain that Tosall
was situated in the district of Cattack, in Orissa, and
that the present village of Dhauli stands on a site near
to, or identical with that of Tosall. It can be then
asked whether the very name of Dhauli does not represent
the ancient name Tosall; the two names sound so
strangely alike that mere chance seems out of the
question. The transformation of Tosall into Dhauli is
not a phonetic impossibility. The intervocalic sibilant
of Sanskrit can, and in certain cases must become a
simple aspirate in Prakrits (Pisehel, £64), for example
diaAa=zdivasa and still better duhala beside ' dftsara " un-
fortunate " =duhsara. If Tosall could likewise develop
into Tohall,1 this unintelligible name could suggest Dhauli
" the white." Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the
widening of the intervocalic $ is frequent only in the
North-Western group : Sindhi, PanjSbi, Kashmiri - it
1 Let me point out, without any intention of drawing any
argument from it, that Varaha Mihfra, Brh. S, XIV, 27, classes
amongst the populations of the North, heside the Huna, the Kohala
for which the commentator tJtpala substitutes Kosala.

